The human body is exposed on a daily basis to electrical smog and electromagnetic radiation
through the use of mobile devices.
NESU works to eliminate the electromagnetic loads of mobile devices. In addition to the
loads that are due to active use of the mobile device, NESU will also eliminate those that
originate from other devices.
NESU has a soothing effect on the meridians of degeneration of the nerves and of the colon
and restores meridian of the blood flow.
During testing, it was noticed that the use of mobile devices leads to a negative effect
(“negative” energy) on certain parts of the human body, whereas the energy becomes
“positive” when NESU is inserted into the mobile device.

NESU prevents the absorption of negative radiation from mobile devices into the human
body. NESU helps against electro-smog and is recommended for all persons who use mobile
devices or who are in any way exposed to electromagnetic radiation.
More about the product can be found at www.nesu.eu

NESU is made from raw materials that have not previously been chemically treated (copper
0.2 mm, titanium 1 g/m2, quartz 1 g/m2). The ingredients are non-toxic and are well tolerated
by the human body which usage have even been tested in medical technology. NESU is
created using a vacuum process, and is then put under an energy program under an exact
frequency. NESU is designed for use in any existing mobile device. With dimensions of 25
mm x 10 mm, and a thickness of 0.2 mm, NESU is placed inside the casing of any mobile
device, or fastened onto the back of the mobile device if the battery cover is not removable.
Summary of results from the study conducted at the Institute IBBU
Research was conducted in IBBU Institute Austria in cooperation with the Centre for
Intellectual Medical Systems “IMEDIS”, Moscow, Russia.

The aim of the study was to examine whether the state of homeostasis is reduced or enhanced
when using NESU in a mobile device. In addition, it was necessary to examine to what
extent NESU reduces or eliminates the electromagnetic loads. In the study, special attention
was paid to the state of the vegetative nervous system, as well as to the changes in energy
flow in the meridian system.
IMEDIS-Test (Vegetative resonance test)
Vegetative Resonance Test is a diagnostic method, registering changes in value of
electroconductivity of measuring point when test-preparation is introduced into circuit of
measurement, which marks presence or absence of certain disturbances in different organs
and systems.
Using the “IMEDIS test”, responses of persons were measured on resonance vibration
materials (a variety of endogenous or exogenous load, nosodes, organic products, etc.).
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